ILLINOIS PUBLIC ACCOUNTING ACT ADMINISTRATIVE RULES

Section 1420

SUMMARY

- Consistent use of terminology and style throughout Section 1420
- Reflects changes made to Public Accounting Act in Public Act 98-730
- Verifiable and Non Verifiable CPE Credits retained
- Inclusion of Professional Service Corporations in application for licensure for CPA Firms (Sect. 1420.30)
- Guidance on satisfying experience requirement (Sect. 1420.10)

REPEALED

Sect. 1420.25-Application process for Registered CPA
Sect. 1420.35-Temporary Practice Privilege (i.e. Pre Mobility)
Sect. 1420.90-Report of Committee
Sect. 1430- (Subpart B Rules of Conduct)

ADDITIONS

Sect. 1420.05-(Definitions

Sect. 1420.50-(Provisional Practice Authorization

Sect. 1420.70-(Continuing Professional Education)
  a. CPE Reciprocity

Sect. 1420.72-(Educational Sponsor

Sect. 1420.85-(Inactive Status